
CMT’s New Industrio™ Routing System  takes a great tool and makes it even
better, with new features that include a phenolic insert, integral aluminum scales
and an improved fence. We also have added great optional features, including a
rugged molded feather-
board and a new miter
gauge.

The System 
includes:

999.501.09 
Unique Phenolic Top
with New Insert Plate
Now featuring an 298
mm x 374 mm insert
plate, the top is milled
from 12 mm thick pheno-
lic. A stable and very
durable material, phenolic
is much more resistant to
warping than the melamine
tops found on most router
tables. The top also features
new aluminum scales on both
ends to help set the fence
quickly and accurately.

Fast, Easy Bit Changes
There’s no need to remove the
router or fumble beneath the top to
change bits. CMT’s clever bent wrench
allows you to change bits from above, quickly
and easily.  Shipping weight kg. 15

999.501.10 Pivoting, Zero-Clearance Fence
with New Clamping System
Our extruded aluminum fence can be used as conventional
locked-in-place fence or as a pivoting fence. New, quick-adjust-
ing clamps on both ends of the fence make adjustments a
breeze, especially when used in conjunction with the aluminum
scales that we’ve added to the table top. The fence also includes a subfence of high density
white plastic for an ultra smooth feeding surface, with a replaceable center section to create
zero-clearance inserts. Shipping weight kg. 8,5

999.501.03 Sturdy Melamine Cabinet
The sturdy 20 mm-thick melamine cabinet assembles quickly with posts and cross dowels, and
includes a 2-door storage area to keep bits, wrenches and other tools safe and dust-free.
Shipping weight kg. 32,5
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999.501.07
Molded ABS featherboard mounts in
table or fence slots. Includes nuts,
bolts and plastic slide.

999.501.08
Miter Gauge.

999.501.11
Interlocking aluminium rings for all
bit diameters.

999.502.34
Router centering device allow you to
position your router perfectly in the
insert plate.

999.501.06
Dual post and guard helps make free-
hand work safer.

999.502.10
Center section of the fence is
removeable to make interchangeable
insert.

Optional accessories
Bent Wrench allows easy bit
changes.

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO.

Industrio™ routing system 999.500.01

991.001.00
Bent Wrench 1-1/8” Porter Cable
991.002.00
Bent Wrench 53/64” Hitachi
991.003.00
Bent Wrench 7/8” Bosch & Makita
991.004.00
Bent Wrench 15/16” CMT, 
DeWalt & Fein
991.005.00
Bent Wrench 17 mm
991.006.00
Bent Wrench 24 mm

999.100.11
Electric safety
switch
(optional)

Router table dimensions:
79x59x (h) 93 cm. - Weight Kg. 55


